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Applications
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WSN: a growing field of research
Research fundings
Funding is continuously growing
→ NSF $47M (2003)
→ US Military $1.5B (on RTLS)
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Applications
Definition (Wireless Sensor Network)
A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially distributed
autonomous sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental
conditions, such as temperature, vibration, pressure or pollutants. . .
Military applications
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Military applications
Submarine movements
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Military applications (sensors)
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Environment and civil engineering
Forest fire detection
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Industry and commerce
Monitoring security elements
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Smart home
Intrusion alarm
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Health
Body embedded sensors
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Many types of wireless sensors
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Different types of networks
Hexagon regular
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Different types of networks
Star
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Different types of networks
Ring
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Different types of networks
Ring-star
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Different types of networks
Ad-hoc
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Objective functions
Minimization of the covering breach
Minimization of energy consumption
Minimization of deployment cost
Maximization of area monitoring
Maximization of the network lifetime
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2 Problem and variants
Our case study
MNLB
Classical variants of the problem
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Wireless Sensor Networks: example
In a specific area
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Wireless Sensor Networks
Wireless sensors are [randomly] deployed for covering the set of targets
all sensors are identical
they operate on a battery, whose lifetime is normalized to one
when a sensor is inactive, it consumes no energy
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s1 covers t1 and t2 when it is active
when s1 and s2 are active, they cover all the
targets
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Lifetime maximization: MNLB
Maximization of the Network Lifetime under Bandwidth constraints
the network lifetime is the objective to maximize
all targets should be covered at any time
bandwidth constraint is modeled as follows:
any subset of active sensors must be made of at most W sensors





















































































all targets are covered
if the bandwidth constraint is
W = 5, ok
we have to find other similar
subsets to maximize lifetime
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Lifetime maximization: MNLB
C. Wang, M.T. Thai, Y. Li, F. Wang, and W. Wu
Optimization scheme for sensor coverage scheduling with bandwidth constraints.
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Lifetime maximization: Q-coverage
Maximization of the Network Lifetime with Q-coverage constraint
the network lifetime is the objective to maximize
all targets should be covered by Q sensors at any time






































all targets are now covered by
Q sensors at any time
(Q = 1)








































all targets are now covered by
Q sensors at any time
(Q = 2)
we have to find plenty of
similar subsets to maximize
lifetime
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Lifetime maximization: Q-coverage
Y. Gu, H. Liu, and B. Zhao.
Target coverage with QoS requirements in wireless sensor networks.




efforts on initial columns
results on small instances
30-75 sensors
only compare to MNLB
(Q = 1)
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Lifetime maximization: base station
Maximization of the Network Lifetime with connectivity contraint
the network lifetime is the objective to maximize
all targets should be covered at any time
all activated targets should be connected to a base station
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Lifetime maximization: base station
M. Gentili and A. Raiconi.
α-Coverage to extend network lifetime on wireless sensor networks.






test bench 480 instances
25-150 sensors
can solve α-coverage
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Lifetime maximization: adjustable sensing range
Maximization of the Network Lifetime with adjustable sensing range
the network lifetime is the objective to maximize
all targets should be covered at any time
sensing range can be adjusted to reduce energy consumption
ad-hoc sensing ranges
predefined sensing ranges
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all targets are covered by a
sensor, when activated
but the sensing range is
reduced to the minimum
value for covering the same
targets and saving energy
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Lifetime maximization: adjustable sensing range
M. Cardei, J. Wu, M. Lu, and M.O. Pervaiz.
Maximum network lifetime in WSN with adjustable sensing ranges





nice study on sensing ranges
only 16 instances
25-250 sensors




















































































sensors and targets are
randomly placed























































































sensors and targets are
randomly placed
a fraction α of the targets are
not covered
here, α = 4/30 = 0.13














a decision maker can choose
between lifetime and α
200 sensors, 120 targets
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Decide when to set the sensor to active state
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Omnidirectional sensor Directional sensor
Decide when to set the sensor to active state
Set working direction θ
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Omnidirectional sensor Directional sensor Camera sensor
Decide when to set the sensor to active state
Set working direction θ
Set focal distance s
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3 Mathematics and general framework
Our problem
Covers
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Our current problem
α-CMLP
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Our current problem
α-CMLP-MR
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α-CMLP-MR





some sensors can be used for
communication only!
We are now looking for
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Covers
Definition (Cover)
A cover is a subset of sensors used at the same time for covering a subset
of targets
Examples:
cover {s1} covers t1 and t2
cover {s1, s2} covers all the targets
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In that small example, we have 3 covers
S1 = {s1, s2}, S2 = {s1, s3} and S3 = {s2, s3}
that cover all the targets














Battery depleted for s1
and s2, other covers
cannot be used.
If we want to cover all the targets with disjoint covers, maximum
network lifetime is equal to 1
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Scheduling the covers (non-disjoint covers)
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Scheduling the covers






















S1 S1S2 S2S3 S3
Questions:
How can we find these covers?
How long are we going to use them?
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A very simple model








(Esv )tj ≤ βsv ∀ sv ∈ S
tj ≥ 0 ∀ j |Cj ∈ Ω
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A simple model, but. . .
Remarks:
Too many columns
15 sensors ≈ 14 million columns
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A simple model, but. . .
Remarks:
Too many columns
15 sensors ≈ 14 million columns
Few columns are useful
15 sensors: at most 15 columns
Strategy: generate them on the fly
Solution approach
Column generation is a natural approach to solve the problem
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Solving the pricing subproblem
Data
pisi : Dual variable value
associated to battery
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Solving the pricing subproblem
Decision variables
sensor activity






Identify a subset of sensors
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Single role no connectivity
Multi-roles no connectivity
Multi-roles connectivity
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Improvements – Stabilization
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Improvements – Stabilization






















Nice, but not very efficient. . .
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Improvements – Intensification & diversification
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Improvements – Intensification & diversification
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Set covering with relaxed
connectivity constraints + repair
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Set covering with relaxed





Used to check optimality or
discover difficult columns
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Other techniques and variants
Techniques used for the pricing subproblem
Evolutionary algorithm – find quickly several columns
Constraint Programming – prove optimality
use specific tree variables and propagation
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Demo CupCarbon
www.cupcarbon.org
Launch the demo movie, if it works!!!
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5 Conclusion & perspectives
On our work
Future trends
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Conclusions and perspectives
Our matheuristic framework
is well suited for WSN lifetime maximization
can adapt to many variants
is fully customisable
And after. . .
combination of all variants?
moving targets (→ target tracking)
moving sensors
full integration in cup-carbon
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Are we aware?1
1Quote from a famous Belgian actor!
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Are we aware?1
Among the 19 categories for innovation, 10 are related to
sensors, wireless sensors or wireless sensor networks. . .
1Quote from a famous Belgian actor!
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Wireless Sensor Networks
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